Renault clio uch wiring diagram
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Mat Jones Start date Aug 17, Mat Jones. Renault Clio I seen a few faults on this forum that I
think are to do with the uch so I thought this would help. The uch is a computer linked into your
cars ecu, this controls things like wipers, lights, locks etc. There are a few common things that
could point to the uch being faulty like lights behaving strangely, not starting, wiper going mad,
windows acting strange. Some times its possible to physical damage to your uch and it is not
hard to remove and check. This is a guide that will help some. Then remove the 20 torx screw as
pointed. Black Gold Appreciate it mate, this will help sort the relay in my UCH for my dodgy
electric window! Seat Leon. Sorry to bring up an old thread, but does anyone know which part
of the pcb controls the front wipers? Every time i switch on the ignition in my clio the front
wiper fuse blows. Had it in the garage for 2 weeks and they wittled it down to a faulty uch but
tried to fit and reprogram a second hand one which was never going to work. Joshjoshjosh
said:. I've only just got back from picking it up at the garage, i haven't had a chance to do much
digging of my own just yet but prior to going into the garage i did disconnect the motor and the
fuse would still blow. Will have to have a good look at it today and see what i find. Clio 2. Mat
Jones said:. Then remove the 20 torx screw as pointed View attachment 3. Prize the bonnet pull
off like in the photo View attachment 4. Pull back the trim and remove the 13mm bolt holding the
l shape bracket View attachment 5. Now undo the three plugs off the uch look carefully how to,
2 of them need to be pushed over View attachment 6. Now the uch will pull down towards you,
once you have this on the bench push lugs all round and remove as shown View attachment 7.
A not in step 5 you can see the words uch n2. The N2 part is the level of spec the uch is capable
of there are 3 in total N1, N2 and N3. Thanks for the pics it really helped. Just a question. I have
the N1 uch which I removed. It does not seem to have any damage to it. My immobilizer light
stays off. It does not come on at all. I got a new key, not coded yet. Got a new battery as well.
But once I connected the battery. Still no immobilizer light. I've clean all the fuses and relays as
well. If there is nothing wrong with the uch, what could my next step be? As I'm losing hope.
Please could you give me some sort of guide line where to begin. ZachB said:. He was last
online in Best to put a thread in the faults section. You must log in or register to reply here.
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company Renault , specializing in the manufacture of automobiles, was founded. The brand was
founded by the brothers Louis and Marcel Renault , each of whom took on certain functions in
the development of the company. Louis was the director and chief engineer responsible for the
creation of automobiles, and Marcel took over the functions of working with finance and
advertising. As a result of this cooperation, several major contracts were signed, and in , the
Swedish company Volvo joined the partnership of two French companies, becoming Renault 's
technological partner in the field of creating commercial and freight trucks. In , work began on
the creation of a city car with low fuel consumption and small dimensions, which would
increase the company's share in the automotive market of Western Europe. So the light was
seen by the Twiggo model, which received a 1 liter power unit from the Japanese company
Nissan. In the same year, Renault bought the ruined Romanian brand Dacia , having at its
disposal its production facilities. In , the Renault-Nissan concern began to produce universal
platforms that could be used to create cars of each of the brands, without the need to
additionally spend money on developing models from scratch. In , another automaker was
bought by the French concern, this time the South Korean Samsung Motors , which became the
official supplier of Renault and Nissan cars in South Korea and China. In addition, a joint
venture was created with Samsung Electronics , which began to create computers for future
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Google Bing. Print Search. This is a bit of a long story, but I will try to keep it brief. The problem
started with dipped beam headlights getting stuck on. This was traced to the relay which was
swapped with the one in the foglight. Now the dipped beam light worked as it should. The
problem started when I sourced a replacement part from Renault. First, it had 5 pins instead of 4
and didn't fit - there were only 4 holes in the fuseboard. I was assured it is the correct part and
advised to snip one of the pins. I was very careful and did a very neat job of that. With said pin
removed the relay now fits into the slot, but no headlights. Put the old foglight relay back - still

no headlights. Upon further investigation, the old relays do not have a diode across the
energizing coil. The new one does. The polarity of the 2 pins to the energizing coil was the
wrong way around so the diode presents a short. Now starts a bit of a story with Renault
because they insist the part is correct and that I was given the correct advice. They blame
'burned contacts'. There is some plastic melt under the relay as the old one got rather hot, but
the contacts are OK. Escalated to branch manager, then to customer services at HQ, but with no
success. My view is that since they gave me incorrect advice although be it their parts
representative was following what it said on the computer they should deal with the
consequences of that advice and repair the fault it caused. Shorting the switch contacts turns
on both headlights which confirms that those contacts and the bulbs are also OK. Regarding
the relay energizing contacts, I have about 13v on one side and 5v on the other. That 5v seems
to be a rather odd reading. My suspicion is that the driver transistor has failed due to overload.
Since I'm stuck with dealing with it on my own, I removed and opened the fusebox today. There
is a main PCB and a daughterboard containing electronics and the processor. I traced from the
contacts - which are all fine - back to the PCB but unfortunately this appears to track to the
underside and removing the daughterboard requires de-soldering some 32 pins. If they are
soldered using lead-free solder then that will present a major problem. The transistors topside
all have 'XF' on them and are marked Q?? What would members advise? Bite the bullet on the
repair cost? Attempt it myself? What does the XF stand for on that three legged part? Even if I
were to consider replacing that transistor, what is the chance that the control logic for that line
on the processor is also damaged? Is it worthwhile referring the matter to the Motor
Ombusdman? PS - image of processor PCB added. Hi, image of the PCB would help a lot of
idenfiying components. Transistors are often marked with Qxx, so that's fine. Do you have a
multimeter? That would be good for checking whether the transistor is bad. Wiktor, I have
added an image of the processor PCB. Yes I do have a decent multi-meter. As I mentioned, the
transistor is underneath. It doesn't track to the ones on top unfortunately. Christopher Frequent
Contributor Posts: Country:. Fix yourself -- definitely just a blown transistor. Whip that top
board off and take a pic of the PCB below. Use some leaded solder and heat up all the pins.
Quite often they are just shorted or totally open. To get a 1-cent economy they put a damned
under quality capacitors for a high-end car part For example, most likely it's a mosfet probably
N or maybe bipolar probably NPN. Thanks for the helpful replies! Quote from: Christopher on
February 15, , pm. Quote from: wictor on February 15, , pm. Quote from: valere on February 16, ,
am. Quote from: WaveyDipole on February 16, , am. Thanks for your detailed reply. I will let you
know how I get on once I have the Kapton tape and replacement parts. Regarding the type of
part, I note that on both of the circuit diagrams of the UCH board that I have to hand, that the
device used is a BJT transistor rather than a FET so it looks like it will be an RNF which also
have a couple of built-in biasing resistors. I can't find this package available anywhere at the
moment. I have left an enquiry with Littlediode for now so we will see what happens. Monkeh
Super Contributor Posts: Country:. Quote from: WaveyDipole on February 19, , pm. Yes, that
looks to have the same. Forgive my ignorance - I am still quite new to SMD components. I have
ordered both. Mashpriborintorg Regular Contributor Posts: 56 Country:. I had a similar problem,
on a Renault Modus. But in my case the relay and its socket contacts were melted, they were
even sordered together my the melting of the plastic. Contacts Inside the relay got disturbed
and were permanently stuck. Well this has gone from bad to worse. Once the Capton arrived
and the 3 replacement transistors I got to work. Firstly, the transistors that arrived were much
smaller - I ordered from memory and although I chose the correct rating I must have picked the
wrong item. The pads just reached, but transistors broke easily when heat was applied and I
managed to break two in the tweezers and loose the third. In the end I removed the transistor
from the foglight on the other side of the board - which I had no problem with - and soldered it
into the position of the headlight transistor. Unfortunately this did not fix the problem. Restoring
the transistor back to the foglight position did at least restore operation of the fog lights. Since
the original transistor was leaky C to B, might this have damaged the output line on the
processor? I have also tried a replacement fuseboard which was described as plug-and-play by
the eBay seller, but this did not work either. I am now out of options and it looks like I will have
to bite the bullet on the cost of a brand new replacement fuse board. Quote from: WaveyDipole
on March 04, , pm. Yes that is what happened to me too. The originals are about 4mm in length.
These replacements were only about 2mm. The overlap on the pads was minimal so they had to
be positioned just right. Two of them flew off from my tweezers as I was positioning them. I
found them on the table and both had the same corner and one leg broken off. The remaining
one flew off as well, but before I managed to get it to the circuit board. I have so far not found
that one! The problem with probing, although it sounds like a good idea, is that it would have to
be done while the unit was connected to the car, but the fuseboard unit has to be disassembled

to get access to the board. I had thought about disconnecting the links between the two PCBs
from the foglight and dipped beam relays and connecting the foglight control output to the
dipped beam relay. That way the dipped beam could be operated via the foglight switch but it
would mean sacrificing the auto feature and the foglight. I have just been put in touch with
another garage that services Renault cars and I am awaiting a quote for a replacement new
versus a used fuseboard and programming. Perhaps this will be a bit cheaper than the main
dealer Quote from: WaveyDipole on March 06, , am. Quote from: valere on March 07, , am. Quote
from: Messtechniker on March 07, , pm. The bottom line on this was that the main fuseboard
had to be replaced an coded at considerable cost. There was no other way around it. Aft
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er doing everything I could myself, I eventually took the car to an independent Renault
specialist garage. They investigated and found that it is not possible to fit a used fuseboard and
re-program it so a new one had to be ordered. I had suspected this might be the case as I had
found information on the internet to that effect as well. They also acknowledged that the relay
sold to me by the Renault main dealer was incorrect for this model and I should never have
been asked to modify it. This part should never had been fitted. The also said something about
a 'blown feed to the BSi'. Anyone know what one of those is? In any case, the job is now done
with 12 month repair warranty. I'm glad to know that your car is fixed even if the cost is well not
a happy ending. On another level, I feel quite unhappy that such exchange can't be done
because of close coding and so on maybe there is a good reason maybe it's more about
business There was an error while thanking. SMF 2. EEVblog on Youtube.

